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Below are some links to major publishers and information. References 1 Weinbren, Dan. Please contact the
publisher directly for guidance. Wiley including Blackwell Accepts proposals based on theses made available
in university archives. Therefore, an embargo on the original thesis is not generally an essential requirement.
However, these records were created for the print theses, and those theses continue to sit on the shelves in the
library here at Walton Hall, Milton Keynes. Where a legacy thesis has yet to be digitised we are undertaking a
systematic scheme of digitisation â€” expect to see results early in  The benefits of making your thesis open
access immediately Open Access has many advantages for researchers. When submitting a proposal, it must
be made clear if the thesis is in a repository and when it will be publicly available. Where there are
commercial or political sensitivities it may be necessary to embargo work. Liverpool University Press A
monograph based on a thesis would only be considered for publication after extensive revision. The
metamorphosis of Battersea, : a building history. We are doing this in 3 ways: All newly awarded theses are
added to ORO at point of award. There is a general expectation that theses should have an embargo lasting 2
years after publication of the monograph. This may vary, depending on how different the monograph is from
the original thesis. In case you are wondering, the most popular thesis in ORO has been downloaded over 15,
times Bailey, Keith Alan  Making your theses Open Access can attract publishers who are able to immediately
see the impact of the work and the potential for publication evidence for open access works attracting higher
citation counts can be seen through SPARC Europe's research. Routledge No specific policy is available.
WReO will give your theses a stable URL allowing you to monitor the impact of your research by tracking
citations and downloads, and will better protect your work against plagiarism. Cambridge University Press A
monograph based on a thesis would only be considered for publication after extensive revision. He has worked
in this role since and can advise on using ORO to maximise dissemination of research outputs and Open
Access publishing generally. Well, the numbers are clear. Our aim is to have a record of all Open University
awarded theses recorded in ORO and, wherever possible, provide access to the full text online. Downloads of
theses in came from countries and territories. A record of all theses can currently be found in the library
catalogue, you can search them from the thesis search. Measuring the impact Which is all very well â€” but is
it worth it? Edinburgh University Press A thesis must be substantially revised before publication as a
monograph. Information correct as of Jan ; you are strongly advised to contact publishers yourself to ensure
your embargo is acceptable to them if you are planning on turning your thesis into a monograph. There is no
longer the requirement for a thesis to be embargoed to prevent "prior publication" as the researcher attempts to
develop it into a monograph. What kind of readership do PhD level theses get. It is advisable to contact the
publisher directly, to determine what embargo period would be acceptable in an individual case. Requests for
embargoes that exceed the Faculty thresholds will require Faculty consideration. OA theses are directly
discoverable by search engines, increasing the chance of citation and subsequent collaboration based upon the
work.


